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ABSTRACT
Most civilian nonfatal gunshot injuries and murders involve handguns. Gunshot wounds are often classified as being due to
high-velocity or low-velocity projectiles, e.g. rifle or handgun rounds. However, this is a historical distinction, and there is
overlap in energy that can be delivered to tissue by modern rifle and handgun rounds. Also, the same diameter (caliber)
bullet can have different impact energies depending on the firearm used. A clearer, physical basis for understanding
wounding potential is needed. All bullets lose energy as they travel through tissue, and the local rate of energy loss
determines the magnitude of the forces and thus the extent of wounding. The ways the local forces between the bullet
and tissue cause injury are often described as 1) permanent cavitation (the hole left after tissue is damaged due to the
intense stress field close to the bullet path), 2) temporary cavitation (tissue stretching out of the way due to large retarding
forces for a few milliseconds until snapping back into place due to elasticity) and 3) remote injury effects beyond the reach
of the temporary cavity due to propagation of a ballistic pressure wave. Regardless of impact energy, if the retarding force
is comparable for a given bullet path, the wound will be comparable. Use of the imprecise terms 'high-velocity' and 'lowvelocity' impacts, lack of appreciation for the relationship between change in kinetic energy and forces between a bullet
and tissue, and inconsistent explanations of the ballistic pressure wave in the literature have hindered a more general
understanding of gunshot injury ballistics. Because of variations in energy actually lost as a bullet penetrates and
variations in the anatomical location of the penetration, ballistic information can be a valuable guide for the surgeon but
does not substitute for careful assessment of the wound.
Introduction
In the United States in 2008, about 68,500 nonfatal civilian
injuries and 29,700 murders resulted from gunshots. At
least 75% of these involved a handgun (rather than a rifle
or shotgun) [42]. Figure 1 shows that half of the nonfatal
gunshot injuries in 2008 in the United States were to an
extremity. 90% of injuries occurred in males and about
75% of patients were between the ages of 15 and 34.
These characteristics are similar across national
boundaries, though incidence rates vary widely (e.g.,
West Africa [37], Ireland [32], Australia [9], Brazil [34],
Finland [30]).
There are notable exceptions in which the characteristics
of civilian gunshot injuries and deaths differ from the
above statistics. In elderly populations, for example, it is
far more likely for a gunshot injury to be intentionally selfinflicted, cranial, and fatal [28]. In situations of civil
unrest, the characteristics can be similar to military
gunshot injuries, though they are suffered by civilians [45].
In 2003, Bartlett [1] provided an extensive review of
wound ballistics literature from the clinical and scientific
perspectives, summarizing major issues, findings, and
areas of clinical consensus and debate. A recent update of
Ryan's Ballistic Trauma: A Practical Guide [5] expands on
the basic operation of various categories of ballistic
Soft Tissue Injury from Penetrating Ballistic Impact

weapons and organizes current treatment approaches by
anatomical region. The purpose of this article is to present
an orderly approach to understanding how forces caused
by bullet penetration of soft tissue determine the extent
of injury.

Figure 1 The anatomical distribution of nonfatal firearm
injuries is shown for the United States in 2008. This
distribution is typical for civilian populations. (Data from
the Firearm Injury Surveillance Study, 2011 [42].)
Any part of the body can be injured by a penetrating
projectile, though statistically half of gunshot injuries
occur to the extremities. Bone fractures caused by
1

gunshots may be plainly visible or easily visualized by x-ray
or CT imaging. They range from penetration holes of
similar diameter to the projectile to severely comminuted
fractures if the impact energy is large and the projectile
loses a lot of energy as it penetrates the hard bone [1921]. Expansion of the temporary wound cavity or a ballistic
pressure wave can also cause bone fractures without
direct penetration if the forces are high enough [10, 13,
24, 31]. Statistically, while gunshot wounds to the
extremities are far less lethal than cerebral or thoracic
gunshot wounds, some studies have reported an incidence
of bone fracture greater than 50% in extremity gunshot
wounds [7] and complication rates of 30% or more. Soft
tissue wounding caused by gunshots can be more difficult
to assess because the permanent wound tract and extent
of the wounding may not be visible by external
examination, x-ray or CT imaging. The last part of a wound
tract can be very difficult to identify over distances where
the bullet penetrates with very little energy left, because
the fluid pressure of the tissue surrounding the wound
tract causes it to collapse.
With the large variety of firearms and ammunition, it is
impractical to impart an understanding of wound ballistics
by cataloging the terminal behavior of each combination.
Such an attempt would be lacking information as soon as
it was published because of new products, and the
inclusion of possible intermediate barriers (clothing, walls,
automobile glass or doors) would add another layer of
complexity. While such studies are useful, it is also
important to have an understanding of wound ballistics
based on sound physical principles that can be applied to
predict or understand individual cases.
Wounding Potential
For diagnosis and treatment purposes, a distinction is
sometimes made between high-velocity (usually meaning
rifle) and low-velocity (usually meaning handgun)
projectiles, but these terms are imprecise and therefore
confusing. Mathematically, the kinetic energy of an object
is computed as ½ mv2, where m is the mass of the object
and v is its velocity. Modern cartridges can be
manufactured or custom-loaded to produce a nearly
continuous range of energies, bounded by the minimum
pressure required to push the bullet out of the barrel and
the maximum internal pressure a given firearm can
support. The ranges of projectile energies that can be
produced by handguns and rifles thus overlap. Moreover,
bullets of the same diameter can have different impact
energies. For example, a “22 caliber” bullet (5.56 mm
diameter) could have been fired from a “Saturday Night
Special”, a 5.7 x 28 mm rifle or a 5.56 mm NATO rifle.
Soft Tissue Injury from Penetrating Ballistic Impact

These start with different impact energies and lose
different amounts of energy as they penetrate, resulting in
significant differences in forces on the tissue and wound
profiles.
An influential wound ballistics review paper states,
“'Kinetic energy' … reveals nothing about the magnitude,
type and location of tissue disruption … The force
interactions between penetrating projectile and tissue
remain hidden behind the abstract 'kinetic energy'
discussions” [16]. Similar statements have been made for
years [15]. However, the force between the projectile and
the tissue is the local rate of change of kinetic energy at a
given penetration depth. The equivalence between the
two is described by a physics equation called the workenergy theorem. Force and local rate of change of kinetic
energy are two ways of expressing the same physical
phenomenon, and there is a need for clarity on this point.
All bullets lose energy as they travel through tissue, and
the quantity of energy lost is equal to the work done on
the tissue – this work is determined by forces acting over
some distance. The local rate of energy loss as the bullet
penetrates equals the force at each point. The magnitudes
of the forces on the tissue determine the extent of tissue
damage. The equal and opposite force of the tissue on
the bullet is referred to as the retarding force and is what
slows the bullet as it penetrates. Regardless of the factors
that influence impact energy, if the retarding force is
comparable, wounding will be comparable for a given
bullet path.
The retarding forces cannot be described by the impact
energy alone, though they are bounded by the impact
energy. The area under a graph of force vs. penetration
depth equals the total amount of energy lost by the bullet
as it penetrates. Note that the SI unit of energy, the Joule,
is equal to one Newton (force) times one meter (distance),
that is, one Newton-meter (Nm). The total amount of
energy lost cannot be greater than the impact energy but
will be less if the bullet exits the tissue with some residual
energy. If the force a bullet applied as it penetrated tissue
were constant, a bullet impacting with 500 J of energy
could potentially exert a force of 2000 N (about 450 lb) at
each point for a penetration depth of 25 cm. However, the
actual dynamics as a bullet penetrates often involves some
combination of expansion, tumbling, fragmenting, and
slowing, so the force between a penetrating bullet and
tissue usually changes with the depth the bullet has
penetrated, as shown in Figure 2.
At any point, the instantaneous force between bullet and
tissue is equal to the bullet’s local rate of energy loss. This
2

is an application of calculus to the work-energy theorem.
As an equation, F = dE/dx, where F is the force at a given
penetration depth x, and E is the bullet’s kinetic energy at
that depth. For example, if a bullet impacts with 500 J of
energy (which is mid-range for a pistol bullet) but loses
100 J of energy over a certain 2 cm of penetration, the
average force over that 2 cm of penetration is 100 J/0.02
m = 5000 N (about 1125 lb).
With the same impact energy, different bullet designs can
lose their energy with different force vs. penetration depth
profiles. For example, a bullet with an expanding tip (such
as a hollow point bullet) presents an increasing crosssectional area as it penetrates and so loses energy faster,
which results in a higher peak retarding force between the
bullet and tissue. The specific bullet tip design and
material govern whether and how a bullet expands as it
penetrates tissue. Similarly, a bullet that yaws (the tip
turns away from the direction of forward motion) loses
more energy as it penetrates because it effectively has a
larger cross-sectional area. In contrast, a non-expanding
bullet tends to have both a lower rate of energy loss and
less variation in the rate of energy loss over the
penetration depth. If the bullet does not exit the tissue,
the total area under the force-penetration depth curve will
be the same for a given impact energy, but the shape of
the curve (such as the magnitude and location of the peak
forces) will vary between different bullets.
For Figure 2, an experiment was performed to illustrate
the different wounding potentials of bullets with the same
caliber (9 mm NATO). The four bullets shown were
selected because they are popular, commonly used bullets
shot from the same cartridge and representative of the
range of performance. Details are given in Table 1. High
speed video data (20,000 frames per second) was
obtained and analyzed for each type of bullet shot into
10% ballistic gelatin. Each part of Figure 2 shows results of
an actual, representative trial.
Ballistic gelatin is an isotropic medium intended to
simulate soft tissue. Therefore the wound profiles shown,
though actual, are somewhat idealized compared to what
would happen if the path of the projectile were near to or
strikes a bone. Bone impact results in a rapid loss of
energy, high forces, and possible fragmenting of the
projectile as well as of the bone itself.
The 124 grain1 full metal jacket (FMJ) projectile (Fig. 2A)
exerts relatively low forces on the tissue because it has a
1

lower rate of energy loss in the tissue. It does not have an
expanding tip, nor is it designed to fragment. The
oscillations in force and wound profile are due to tumbling
of the bullet as it penetrates – where the bullet has a
larger effective cross-sectional area at a given velocity, the
forces are higher and the wound profile larger.
The 127 grain Winchester Ranger SXT is also a 9mm NATO
round; however, it has a higher impact energy and the tip
expands quickly, so that energy is lost quickly as the bullet
penetrates (Fig. 2B). This results in very high forces on the
tissue at shallow penetration depths. The result is a much
larger wound profile than for the FMJ round (a
mathematically rigorous explanation of why this is the
case is presented by Peters [33]).
The 147 grain Winchester Ranger SXT (Fig. 2C) has similar
physical characteristics but lower impact energy compared
to the 127 grain Ranger; so while the shapes of the forcepenetration curve and wound profile are similar, they are
smaller for the 147 grain Ranger.
The 147 grain Winchester Jacketed Hollow Point (known
colloquially as Winchester White Box, or WWB) has the
same mass as the 147 grain Ranger but a smaller retarding
force due to the slow expansion of the tip. The peak
retarding force and the peak diameter of the temporary
cavity for this bullet (Fig. 2D) is similar to that for the 124
grain FMJ (Fig. 2A). (Historical note: for a time, this bullet
was promoted by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
in a sub-sonic load for law enforcement purposes.)
The results show that bullets of the same caliber can have
very different wounding potentials based on penetration
into 10% ballistic gelatin. Sometimes bullets pass through
intermediate barriers such as heavy clothing, wood, metal,
wallboard or auto glass before penetrating tissue. In such
situations, the bullet tip can be altered, changing its
penetration and energy loss characteristics in tissue [44].
Sometimes these changes may be unexpected. For
example, when the 127 grain Winchester Ranger SXT (Fig.
2B) passes through steel, its penetration depth in gelatin
increases from about 36 cm to 43 cm. Its tip is
compressed as it passes through the steel so that it does
not expand much in the gelatin and does not lose as much
energy as quickly. In this example, the force-penetration
profile (and resulting wounding) will look more like that of
a 9mm FMJ (Fig. 2A) that has not passed through an
intermediate barrier.

For historical reasons, bullet names that include the weight
specify the weight in grains. One grain is approximately
equal to 0.065 grams.
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Table 1. Characteristics of four, 9mm NATO projectiles tested in 10% ballistic gelatin.
Caliber

Projectile

Mass
(g)

Impact
Velocity
(m/s)

Impact
Energy
(J)

9 mm NATO

124 grain Full Metal Jacket (FMJ)

8.04

352

498

non-expanding

9 mm NATO

127 grain Winchester Ranger SXT

8.23

376

582

rapid-expanding

9 mm NATO

147 grain Winchester Ranger SXT

9.53

293

409

rapid-expanding

9 mm NATO

147 grain Winchester Jacketed Hollow Point*

9.53

290

401

slow-expanding

Notes

*commonly known as Winchester White Box (WWB)

(A) 124 grain Winchester Full Metal Jacket (FMJ)

(C) 147 grain Winchester Ranger SXT

(B) 127 grain Winchester Ranger SXT

(D) 147 grain Winchester Jacketed Hollow Point (JHP)

Figure 2A-D: Wound profiles are shown for four 9mm diameter NATO bullets, (A) 124 grain Full Metal Jacket (FMJ), (B) 127
grain Winchester Ranger SXT, (C) 147 grain Winchester Ranger SXT, and (D) 147 grain Winchester Jacketed Hollow Point
(JHP). Data are from analysis of high speed video (20,000 fps) of penetration in 10% ballistic gelatin. The thick, solid curve is
the force (N) vs. penetration depth (cm, labeled on the axes). The outer, dashed curve of each profile shows the extent of
temporary cavitation, and the inner curve depicts the permanent cavity.
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Though many factors contribute to a specific wound
profile, the mechanism of wounding is the force applied to
the tissue. Wounding as it relates to the retarding force
profile is often categorized as being the result of 1)
permanent cavitation (the hole left after tissue is damaged
due to the intense stress field close to the bullet path), 2)
temporary cavitation (tissue stretching out of the way due
to large retarding forces for a few milliseconds until
snapping back into place due to elasticity) and 3) remote
injury effects beyond the reach of the temporary cavity
due to propagation of a ballistic pressure wave [2]. One
common paradigm bases wounding potential only on the
sizes of the permanent and temporary (or stretch) cavities,
and it downplays the wounding potential of the temporary
cavity [15]. Casual use of the terms 'high-velocity' and
'low-velocity' impacts, lack of appreciation for the
relationship between rate of kinetic energy loss and the
forces between a bullet and tissue, along with imprecise
explanations of the ballistic pressure wave have hindered
a more general understanding of wound ballistics.
1. Permanent cavitation
The permanent cavity, or wound tract, is the tract of tissue
directly damaged by the local forces generated as the
projectile loses energy. It may be unexpected that the
permanent cavity is not shaped like a cylinder (Fig. 2). It
tends to be larger where the retarding forces are higher
and to taper once the bullet has slowed.
In elastic tissues such as lungs and muscle, where the
tissue tends to spring back into place with little damage
from temporary stretch, most tissue damage is caused
from the intense field of compressive and shear stress
within a few centimeters of the bullet path. This intense
stress field propagates outward from the retarding force
between the bullet and tissue, but falls off quickly with
distance. Consequently, the permanent cavity tends to be
the largest at penetration depths where the retarding
force between bullet and tissue is the greatest. Fragments
that create small holes as they penetrate a short distance
from the main bullet can also contribute to the permanent
wound.
C.E. Peters [33] described the damage due to the localized
stress field in the immediate vicinity of the passing bullet
as “prompt damage” because it happens so quickly
(microseconds). This damage occurs even before the
tissue is stretched by temporary cavitation and it has been
observed in careful experiments where the temporary
cavity is suppressed by the experimental design.
In the Textbook of Military Medicine, Bellamy and Zajtchuk
Soft Tissue Injury from Penetrating Ballistic Impact

[2] reported that the mass of tissue damaged at a certain
penetration depth correlates with the local rate of energy
loss of the projectile at that depth. The total tissue
destroyed also correlates with projectile energy loss. For
example, experiments show between 0.24 and 0.5 grams
of muscle tissue destroyed for each Joule of energy lost by
a penetrating 7.62 mm diameter [30 caliber] projectile. In
contrast, for a full metal jacket projectile that loses little of
its kinetic energy as it penetrates soft tissue, the
temporary cavity may collapse onto the permanent cavity
in such a way as to obscure the bullet path.
2. Temporary cavitation
The force of the bullet on the tissue rapidly accelerates
tissue radially away from the bullet path, forming a
temporary cavity. After the temporary cavity forms, tissue
elasticity and fluid pressure cause tissue to return into the
empty volume. The temporary cavity has a maximum
diameter near (but not exactly at) the penetration depth
where the retarding force is a maximum [33], but its
formation lags in time behind the passage of the bullet.
Describing the temporary cavity in terms of its diameter
has the potential to be misleading, because the temporary
cavity is three-dimensional. For example, a temporary
cavity that is twice the diameter of another occupies a
volume that is four times larger.
The potential for temporary cavitation to cause wound
trauma is related to the anatomical location of the bullet
path, the degree of bullet fragmentation (if any) and the
size of the temporary cavity, usually expressed in a
maximum diameter or volume. Some have posited that
the temporary stretch cavity causes little wounding unless
it includes inelastic tissue. Indeed, less elastic tissues such
as liver, kidney, and neural tissue can be seriously
damaged by temporary stretch, even in the absence of
fragmentation [2]. However, in a study comparing
penetrating thoracic wounds caused by stab injuries to
those caused by gunshot injuries, the occurrence of lung
contusions around the trajectory was 43% for gunshot
injuries but only 2% for stab injuries (which do not include
a temporary cavitation component) [29], suggesting that
the sudden expansion of the temporary cavity and/or its
collapse can injure even elastic tissues. In addition, as
tissue stretches in the bullet wake due to temporary
cavitation, small holes created by fragments are areas of
stress concentration where additional permanent tears in
tissue originate as tissue rapidly stretches.
In fact, wounding associated with the temporary cavity
can be discrete, some distance from the permanent cavity,
and might otherwise appear illogical. For example,
5

peripheral nerves can lose function after being stretched
by the temporary cavity while muscle immediately
surrounding the nerve may escape injury due to its
elasticity [6]. Spinal trauma can result if the temporary
cavity impacts the spine [22]. If the bullet path is
sufficiently close to a bone, the bone can be broken by the
impact of the temporary cavity [13, 24]. Similar injuries
associated with temporary cavitation have been described
at least since World War II:
For instance, fractures occur at some distance from the
missile tract without any direct contact between the bone
and the missile. Forces may be transmitted through the
essentially incompressible blood and rupture a vein some
distance from the missile’s path. Nerves may be paralyzed
yet fail to show gross evidence of physical damage. In
some wounds in muscle, splitting along fascial planes will
be noted for a considerable distance from the path of the
bullet. Fluid filled viscera are often blown asunder by the
operation of hydraulic forces. [3, pp. 135-136].
The extent of wounding described above occurs more
often with injuries from rifle shots, though as mentioned
earlier, a subset of handgun loads also lose large amounts
of energy in short penetration distances, and the resulting
large forces can create similar injuries. In addition to these
effects, the temporary cavity creates a region of
extravasation of hemorrhagic tissue. Though somewhat
smaller than the full extent of the temporary cavity,
observation of this zone of extravasation suggests to the
surgeon that there may be blood vessel or nerve damage
for a few centimeters beyond the bullet path [3, p. 136].
The average volumes of the permanent cavity, zone of
extravasation, and temporary cavity have been found to
increase linearly with the local rate of energy loss, or the
force applied over the penetration depth, as the bullet
passes through tissue. It has been estimated that the
average volume of the permanent cavity is 0.030784 cubic
centimeters for each Joule (Nm) of mechanical work, and
the volume of the temporary cavity is 0.800693 cubic
centimeters for each Joule (Nm) of mechanical work done
by the bullet passing through tissue [converted from 3,
pp. 140-141].
3. Ballistic pressure wave
Pressure waves imparted by the retarding forces between
bullet and tissue both radiate outward from the bullet
path and propagate from the impact location [11, 25].
Experiments in live animal models have used high-speed
pressure transducers to detect these remote ballistic
pressure waves in the abdomen, neck, brain, and
Soft Tissue Injury from Penetrating Ballistic Impact

contralateral thigh of pigs shot in the thigh [39, 40].
Ballistic pressure waves can cause vascular and visceral
injuries and indirect bone fractures [27]. Even in the
absence of major musculoskeletal effects, remote neural
effects have been documented in the lungs [2], spinal cord
[38, 39] and brain both in animal experiments [39, 43] and
human case studies [23].
Pressure is simply defined as force per unit area. This
means that the pressure on the front of a bullet is the
force divided by the frontal area of the bullet. Because the
frontal area of a bullet is small, the pressure at the front of
the bullet is large. Once created, this large pressure front
travels outward from its source in all directions in a
viscous or viscoelastic medium. As the wave propagates
outward, the decrease in peak pressure is dominated by
the increasing total area the pressure wave covers.
Behind-armor trauma illustrates the independent
wounding potential of a ballistic pressure wave because
there is no penetration. Thus there is neither a permanent
cavity nor a temporary cavity. When a protective vest
stops a bullet, all of the bullet's impact energy is
transferred to the armor. The resulting force accelerates
the chest wall, propagating a pressure wave that will be
reflected many times by the walls of the chest cavity.
Carroll [8] documented the wounding potential of pistol
bullets striking soft body armor, noting that “the severity
of underlying injury may not correlate with the seemingly
innocent skin lesions.” Superposition of reflected waves
can result in localized regions of high pressure by focusing
the wave, just as a concave mirror can focus a light wave.
Focal lesions can result in various places within the
thoracic cavity. Ballistic pressure waves have also been
implicated in focal, delayed perforation of intestines
without direct penetration following abdominal gunshot
wounds [2, pp. 149-152; 41] This type of wounding can be
life-threatening in itself when armor stops rounds such as
the 150 grain 7.62 x 51 mm NATO [14,17,18].
Discussion and Summary
This article presents a physical description of how forces
caused by penetration of ballistic projectiles injure tissue.
The factors that contribute to the extent and distribution
of wounding have been presented. For a given caliber, the
bullet design has a strong influence on the force vs.
penetration depth profile. Projectiles that lose more
energy as they penetrate (by expanding or tumbling, for
example) introduce the possibility of remote wounding via
a larger temporary cavity and propagation of a ballistic
pressure wave, resulting in more extensive soft tissue
injury than the entrance wound might first suggest.
6

Projectiles that pass through soft tissue and exit with
residual velocity lose less energy during penetration and
cause less wounding. In addition, for a given bullet caliber
and design, passing through an intermediate barrier can
change the bullet shape and velocity, altering its terminal
ballistics [44].
In the most general terms, wounding will likely be limited
to a short distance beyond the permanent cavity if the
projectile lost a relatively small amount of energy as it
penetrated. This may be because the projectile had
relatively low impact energy, because it did not expand
quickly to sharply increase local forces, and/or because it
penetrated through-and-through without losing a lot of
energy. In contrast, high impact energy, an expanded
projectile, or a projectile stopped in tissue suggest the
possibility of more extensive wounding.
The basic approach to treatment of non-lethal penetrating
ballistic injuries in civilians is based on years of consensus
as well as clinical data: irrigate the wound thoroughly,
treat the patient with antibiotics prophylactically or at
signs of infection, and delay closure of the wound [1, 26].
This general therapeutic approach assumes that most nonlethal gunshot injuries are “low velocity” and that
wounding does not extend far beyond the permanent
tract. Incidence of infection with this approach when only
soft-tissue injury is present is 3-5% in most studies and
somewhat higher in non-hospitalized patients with
suboptimal wound care [e.g., 35]. If bone fractures caused
by ballistic penetration are unstable, they are treated
more aggressively, as if they were high energy, open
fractures. These are associated with a high rate of
complications but lower lethality than cranial or thoracic
gunshot injuries [7].
Other aspects of medical treatment of gunshot injuries
remain topics of debate, such as the optimal extent of
wound debridement and criteria for imaging and surgical
intervention. A prevalent view is that surgery is indicated
if there is vascular or nerve damage, unstable fractures or
intra-articular injuries, or significant soft-tissue injury
(such as may require extensive debridement or skin
grafting) [1, 7, 12]. In these cases, multiple surgeries are
sometimes indicated because the true extent of tissue
damage is not recognized, and the fact that additional
tissue is nonviable and should be debrided becomes
apparent over time. The data and discussion presented
above help to explain why this can be the case.
Quantitative measures of the physical mechanisms of soft
tissue injury are highly correlated with rapid incapacitation
[11, 45, 46]. Rapid incapacitation is necessary for stopping
Soft Tissue Injury from Penetrating Ballistic Impact

determined attackers in law enforcement applications and
for accomplishing objectives in military encounters [46,
47]. The physical parameters most strongly correlated with
rapid incapacitation are peak retarding force, temporary
cavity volume, peak ballistic pressure wave, and energy
transfer [45, 46]. Consequently, 9mm NATO loads like the
127 grain Winchester Ranger (Figure 2B) will incapacitate a
target faster, on average, than loads like the 124 grain FMJ
(Figure 2A) or the 147 grain Winchester JHP (Figure 2D),
which have much smaller peak retarding force and much
smaller temporary cavity volume. It should be no surprise
that loads which produce greater soft tissue damage
perform better from the standpoint of military and law
enforcement applications, because increased soft tissue
damage is necessary for the intended purposes.
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